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Abstract
The evolution of the universe is determined by its quantum state. The wave function of the
universe obeys the constraints of general relativity and in particular the Wheeler-DeWitt equation
(WDWE). For non-zero Λ, we show that solutions of the WDWE at large volume have two domains
in which geometries and fields are asymptotically real. In one the histories are Euclidean asymp-
totically anti-de Sitter, in the other they are Lorentzian asymptotically classical de Sitter. Further,
the universal complex semiclassical asymptotic structure of solutions of the WDWE implies that
the leading order in h¯ quantum probabilities for classical, asymptotically de Sitter histories can be
obtained from the action of asymptotically anti-de Sitter configurations. This leads to a promising,
universal connection between quantum cosmology and holography.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Our large scale observations of the universe are of its classical behavior. The isotropic
accelerated expansion and the large scale structure in the CMB and the galaxy distribution
are just two examples. But it is an inescapable inference from the rest of physics that such
classical features are governed by quantum mechanical laws. A quantum system behaves
classically when the probabilities implied by the quantum state are high for coarse-grained
histories with correlations in time governed by deterministic equations of motion. That is
true whether the system is a tennis ball in flight or the evolving universe as a whole.
The form of the emergent deterministic equations of motion may be only distantly related
to the equations defining the underlying quantum theory. Here we investigate this in theories
with a non-zero cosmological constant Λ. In the usual formulation of classical cosmology
there is a sharp distinction between dynamical theories with different signs of Λ. The
equations of a positive Λ theory predict asymptotically deSitter (dS) geometries, whereas
the equations of a negative Λ theory predict asymptotically anti-deSitter (AdS) geometries.
Quantum cosmology however is most fundamentally concerned with the prediction of
probabilities for alternative histories of the universe. Those probabilities are derived from a
theory of the universe’s quantum state. In this paper we show that, in a natural formulation
of quantum cosmology, the quantum probabilities obtained from a general wave function
defined in terms of an asymptotically AdS action generally imply an ensemble of histories
that, besides AdS histories, also includes histories behaving classically according to equations
of motion with a positive effective cosmological constant.
Thus, there is no sharp distinction between positive and negative Λ in quantum cosmol-
ogy. Instead the wave function of the universe naturally provides a unified framework in
which both AdS and dS histories occur.
II. CLASSICAL PREDICTION IN QUANTUM COSMOLOGY
A quantum state of a closed universe is represented by a wave function Ψ on the super-
space of three-geometries and matter fields on a closed spacelike surface Σ. For illustration
we consider a minisuperspace model1 with a negative cosmological constant Λ (in the usual
1 Our results are not restricted to minisuperspace models. The general situation is discussed in [1].
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classical sense) and a single scalar matter field φ with potential V = (1/2)m2φ2. We take
m2 to be negative but within the Breitenlohner-Freedman (BF) range m2BF < m
2 < 0,
where m2BF = −9/(4`2) with 1/`2 ≡ −Λ/3. The geometries are restricted to be spatially
homogeneous, isotropic and closed2. The spatial geometries on a three-sphere can then be
characterized by a scale factor b and a boundary value χ of the homogeneous field φ. Three
metrics describing possible three geometries are given by
dΣ2 = b2dΩ23. (1)
A four-geometry is described by a one-parameter sequence of such scale factors. Cosmolog-
ical wave functions are functions of b and χ, Ψ = Ψ(b, χ).
A wave function predicts classical behavior in regions of superspace where it is well
approximated by a semiclassical form (or a sum of such forms) [2, 3]
Ψ(b, χ) = A(b, χ) exp(iS(b, χ)/h¯) (2)
where S varies rapidly compared to A. The classical histories are the integral curves of
S. These are the solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi relations p = ∇S relating the momenta
involving time derivatives of the variables to the derivatives of S. The probability of a
classical history passing through (b, χ) is proportional to |A(b, χ)|2.
III. ASYMPTOTIC STRUCTURE OF THE WHEELER-DEWITT EQUATION
Cosmological wave functions must satisfy the operator forms of the constraints of general
relativity. The three momentum constraints are satisfied automatically as a consequence
of the symmetries of this simple model. The operator form of the remaining Hamiltonian
constraint is the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (WDWE). With the simplest operator ordering
this is3 (
− h¯
2
η2
d2
db2
+
h¯2
η2b2
d2
dχ2
+ b2 +
1
`2
b4 −m2χ2b4
)
Ψ = 0. (3)
where η ≡ 3pi/2. Defining Iˇ by
Ψ(b, χ) ≡ exp[−ηIˇ(b, χ)/h¯] (4)
2 The generalization of our results to open universes and universes with different topologies will be considered
elsewhere.
3 We have rescaled the scalar field from its usual value by a factor
√
(4pi/3) to simplify the equations.
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the WDWE becomes a non-linear equation for Iˇ. In certain regions of superspace the
terms that explicitly involve h¯ may be negligible compared to those that don’t. When this
semiclassicality condition is satisfied
−
(
dIˇ
db
)2
+
1
b2
(
dIˇ
dχ
)2
+ b2 + (
1
`2
−m2χ2)b4 = 0 (5)
which is independent of h¯. Substituting a solution of (5) into (4) gives a leading order in h¯
semiclassical approximation to the wave function.
The semiclassicality condition is satisfied for sufficiently large b provided Λ 6= 0. This
can be established self consistently by assuming it holds, solving (5) for large b and checking
that the neglected h¯ terms in the WDWE are negligible [1]. Asymptotically in b sufficiently
general solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (5) are defined by the expansion
Iˇ(b, χ) =
k3
`
b3 + k2b
2 +
`
2
k1b+ k−bλ− + k0 + · · · (6)
where the k’s are all functions of χ and λ± ≡ (3/2)(1 ±
√
1 + 4`2m2/9). Substituting this
in (5) yields the following equations that determine the leading coefficient functions,
− 9k23 + (k′3)2 + 1− `2m2χ2 = 0, (7a)
− 6k3k2 + k′3k′2 = 0, (7b)
− 3k3k1 + k′3k′1 − 4k22 + (k′2)2 + 1 = 0, (7c)
− 3λ−k3k− + k′3k′− = 0, (7d)
(2/`)k′0k
′
3 + k
′
2k
′
1 − 2k2k1 = 0, (7e)
a prime denoting the derivative with respect to χ.
The first three of these equations are a closed set for the first three coefficients in (6).
Were there no field they would have the unique solution k3 = 1/3, k2 = 0, and k1 = 1.
We use these values as boundary conditions to fix a unique solution for the leading terms
at small χ of the first three coefficients. The small χ behavior of these terms is therefore
universal — the same for all wave functions satisfying the WDWE. By contrast, the large χ
behavior as well as the remaining terms in (6) depend on the specific wave function.
From (6) it follows that the semiclassicality condition holds at large b as assumed, and
that the general solution Ψ(b, χ) of the WDWE has the asymptotic form
A+ exp[−ηIˇ(b, χ)/h¯] + A− exp[+ηIˇ(b, χ)/h¯] (8)
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for arbitrary constants A±.
Any solution of (5) with a sufficient number of arbitrary constants will determine a class
of solutions to the equations of motion of general form. Specifically, sufficiently general
solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (5) imply general first integrals of the Einstein
equations. Hence the expansion (6) encodes the Fefferman-Graham (FG) asymptotic expan-
sion of solutions to the Einstein equations with a negative cosmological constant [4]. The
universal behavior at small χ of the first three terms in (6) corresponds to the universal
terms in the FG expansion.
IV. TWO REAL DOMAINS
To identify the ensemble of histories predicted by (8) we search for domains of asymptotic
superspace that correspond to real three-geometries and field configurations. The theory
predicts classical evolution in domains where the wave function is a sum of semiclassical
terms like (2), with S varying rapidly compared to A. The union of all sets of classical
histories predicted in such domains is the ensemble of possible classical histories predicted
by the wave function.
There are two domains representing real three geometries corresponding to real values of
b and purely imaginary values b = ibˆ, bˆ real 4.
The specific case of the no-boundary wave function [5] provides strong motivation for
considering both domains on an equal footing in the process of classical prediction. This
is because the NBWF’s semiclassical approximation involves regular complex saddle points,
which provide a very close connection between both domains in the wave function [6]. Specif-
ically we have shown [6] that the semiclassical wave function in one domain can be written
as a wave function defined in terms of saddle points associated with the second domain (up
to universal surface terms). This implies in particular that the probabilities of the classical,
asymptotically dS histories predicted by the NBWF are given by the regularized actions of
asymptotically Euclidean AdS domain walls. Moreover this connection between both do-
mains in the NBWF emerges automatically from its holographic formulation [6], where both
domains correspond to complex deformations of a single underlying dual field theory.
4 The two domains are represented by metrics of opposite signature so considering both on an equal footing
is neutral with respect to the choice of signature convention.
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These results strongly motivate treating both domains on an equal footing in the wave
function by extending its configuration space appropriately. This yields a natural general-
ization of the usual framework for classical prediction in quantum cosmology in which one
takes the classical ensemble predicted by any wave function of the universe to consist of the
classical histories from both real domains. We now explore the implications of this for the
ensemble of asymptotic histories in the simple models considered above.
V. A MODEL CLASSICAL ENSEMBLE
To exhibit the histories explicitly we first restrict to the region of superspace where χ is
small so the field can be treated perturbatively. The small χ solutions of (7) for the first
three, universal terms in (6) are 5:
k3 =
1
3
+
1
2
λ−χ2, k2 = 0, k1 = 1 +
3
4
χ2. (9)
The leading non-universal coefficients are given by
k− = Kχ, k0 = J (10)
where K and J are complex constants (independent of χ). They are are not determined
by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation but depend on the specific wave function. The relative
probabilities of the predicted classical histories therefore depend on them [2].
Since k3 in (9) is real no classical histories are predicted for the domain where b is real
because there Iˇ is approximately real and there is no imaginary part that varies rapidly.
However, in the domain where b = ibˆ the wave function (8) will be a sum of potentially
semiclassical forms (2) with S = ηSˇ, Sˇ = −ImIˇ, and the leading order asymptotic behavior
Sˇ(bˆ, χ) =
bˆ3
3`
+
1
2`
λ−χ2bˆ3 + · · · (11)
which varies rapidly for large bˆ so that the wave function predicts an ensemble of classical
histories.
The Lorentzian histories that comprise the classical ensemble are the integral curves of
Sˇ. The Sˇ above is, in fact the action of a homogeneous and isotropic, asymptotically de
5 Replacing λ− by λ+ in the first equation of (9) also gives a perturbative solution but a numerical inte-
gration of the non-linear eq (7a) shows that (9) is the generic one.
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Sitter history with Λ = 3/`2, perturbed by a scalar field moving in a quadratic potential
with positive mass −m2.
The ensemble of asymptotic classical histories can be obtained explicitly by solving the
Hamilton-Jacobi equations connecting the momenta to the gradients of Sˇ and defining the
integral curves. For this simple model these equations are
dbˆ
dt
=
1
bˆ
∂Sˇ
∂bˆ
,
dχ
dt
= − 1
bˆ3
∂Sˇ
∂χ
. (12)
Substituting (9) and (10) in (6) we find for the asymptotic scale factor, with u ≡ exp(−t/`),
bˆ(t) =
2`
u
[1 + u2 − 3
4α2
u2λ− + · · · ] (13)
and for the asymptotic scalar field 6
χ(t) = αuλ− + βuλ+ + · · · (14)
where α is an integration constant of the first order equation for χ in (12) and β =
−Im(iλ−K)/(λ+ − λ−). Eqs (13) and (14) describe an ensemble of asymptotic deSitter
spaces perturbed by a homogeneous decaying scalar field [7].
As ` approaches zero the lower bound on values of b for which the asymptotic expansion
(6) holds become larger and larger. If the cosmological constant vanishes then there can
still be classical histories (e.g. [2]) but their existence and character depends on the specific
form of the theory and the wave function. If there is no matter then there are no classical
histories when Λ = 0.
VI. SLOW ROLL INFLATION
Beyond the perturbative regime, there is a solution of (7) which at large χ behaves as
k3(χ) ≈ `m
3
χ, k2 = 0, k1 ≈ 1/`mχ (15)
and at small χ tends to (9). This solution for k3 is shown in Fig 1. The leading contribution
to the asymptotic action in the large χ regime is then
Sˇ(bˆ, χ) ∼ mχbˆ
3
3
+ · · · . (16)
6 When λ− < 1/2 there is an additional universal term (−3α/8)u2+λ− .
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FIG. 1: A solution of (7a) for the leading, universal coefficient function k3 that specifies the
asymptotic wave function. The approximately linear behavior for large χ is characteristic of field
driven, slow roll inflation.
which is characteristic of cosmologies undergoing slow roll scalar field inflation [2, 8]. Indeed
the leading order solutions of (12) derived from (16) exhibit the familiar slow roll behavior,
χ(t) = χ(0)−mt/3.
This shows that the presence of a regime of classical slow roll inflation can be deduced
from the semiclassical asymptotic form of the wave function representing a quantum state.
That could be useful in a holographic study of which quantum states predict slow roll
inflation.
VII. HOLOGRAPHIC PROBABILITIES
The central objective of quantum cosmology is to compute probabilities for alternative
classical histories of the universe. To leading order in h¯ these are given by the asymptotically
finite real part of the action (6) in a regime where the wave function predicts classical
behavior.
The real contributions to (6) depend on the boundary conditions implied by a specific
theory of the wave function. However the asymptotic structure of solutions of the WDWE
discussed above gives rise to a universal complex extension of the asymptotic Fefferman-
Graham expansions which includes the Starobinsky expansion [7] of asymptotic dS solutions.
Using these expansions we recently showed that, for any wave function, the asymptotic
action of a general solution in the dS domain can be written in terms of an asymptotic
AdS action and a number of universal ‘surface’ terms that are fully determined by the
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argument of the wave function [6]. This means that, at the level of the complex solutions
specifying the wave function, both domains are closely interconnected. Specifically, the
leading order probabilities for the classical, asymptotically de Sitter histories predicted by
any wave function can be obtained from the action of Euclidean asymptotically AdS domain
walls7.
This leads to a natural connection with the Euclidean AdS/CFT correspondence (see also
[6, 9–12]). The AdS/CFT duality makes a distinction between the universal contributions
to the asymptotic wave function, which grow as a function of the scale factor8, and the non-
universal terms that provide the asymptotically finite contribution and govern the relative
probabilities of different configurations. The duality conjectures that the latter are related
to the partition function Z of a dual Euclidean field theory defined on the boundary surface
Σ.
In the perturbative solution of the minisuperspace model given above the universal terms
are given in (9) and the non-universal terms in (10). In a regime where the low energy
gravity approximation can be trusted the duality then states that, to leading order in h¯ and
at large volume,
Z[χ˜] = exp(−η(Kχ˜+ J)/h¯) (17)
where J and K are defined in (10) and Z is defined by
Z[χ˜] ≡ 〈exp
∫
d3x
√
γ˜χ˜O〉QFT (18)
with O the dual operator that couples to the source χ˜ = bλ−χ induced by the bulk scalar.
Differentiation of Z with respect to χ˜ yields 〈O〉 which provides an alternative way to
calculate K in (17).
The scalar argument of the wave function thus enters as an external source in the dual
field theory that turns on a deformation. In field theory applications of AdS/CFT the value
of χ˜ is usually held fixed. By contrast, in a cosmological context one is interested in the
wave function of the universe as a function of χ. In this context the dependence of Z on the
value of χ˜ yields a measure on different configurations on Σ [6].
7 The scalar profile along the AdS domain walls that enter in this analysis is in general complex as discussed
in detail in [6].
8 In field theory applications of AdS/CFT these are treated as UV divergences and cancelled by countert-
erms.
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Hence in cosmology one is led to consider all deformations induced of a given CFT that
correspond to real boundary configurations and for which the partition function converges.
In the toy model discussed here this means one should include purely real deformations, cor-
responding to real values of b, as well as deformations for which χ˜ has the phase exp[iλ−pi/2].
Together these generate the two real domains of asymptotic superspace discussed earlier.
In a dual formulation of the wave function, the difference between both domains thus
shows up only in the phase of the scalar deformation of a single dual field theory. Since the
phase of χ˜ in general has an effect on the partition function this means that the asymptotic
wave function will be a different function of χ in both domains. We illustrated this with the
example of the no-boundary wave function in [1].
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have used a natural framework for the prediction of probabilities of classical histories
in quantum cosmology to show that accelerated expansion can be a low energy prediction
of theories of the wave function of the universe defined in terms of what would classically
be a negative cosmological constant. Specifically we have shown that asymptotically AdS
wave functions satisfying the constraints of general relativity have a universal semiclassical
asymptotic structure for large spatial volumes which implies that the wave function describes
both a set of asymptotically Euclidean AdS histories as well as an ensemble of histories which
expand, driven by a positive effective cosmological constant.
The relative probabilities of both sets of histories are given by the asymptotically AdS
actions of (possibly complex) Euclidean AdS domain walls. This leads to a natural connec-
tion between quantum cosmology and the general framework of Euclidean AdS/CFT, not
as a map from an AdS theory to a deSitter theory as envisioned in [10–12] but within the
context of a single theory of the wave function of the universe.
At the level of the histories emerging from the wave function one could argue our results
imply that the sharp distinction between positive and negative Λ in classical physics as it is
usually formulated disappears in quantum cosmology. Rather the wave function provides a
unified arena encompassing both kinds of histories.
The generalization of these results to include inhomogeneities and the prospects of em-
bedding the models considered here in fundamental theory are described in [1].
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